Humor and creative life styles

Creativity isn't just a personality trait, it's a lifestyle. Just follow these tips and you'll be living a more creative life in no time! In the past, being a creative sometimes meant being called strange or different. You'd sometimes feel out of place or have a hard time fitting in, unless you were lucky enough to know a few other creatives. But today, things are a little different. Where creativity used to be seen as just an added tick to someone's personality, the creatives of today rule the world. Now, it's not about logic or numbers – computers can do that. What every creative offers is something that no computer can do – they can put together ideas and concepts that no one has ever thought of before.

Keep up with humour blogs, humour websites, amusing websites, humorous websites and more. The Best Humor blogs from thousands of top Humor blogs in our index using search and social metrics. Data will be refreshed once a week. Also check out Top Humor Youtube Channels list for Top videos on Humor. Take action. Living a creative lifestyle holds no boundaries. You may wake up and feel like splattering paint all over your walls or designer clothes. Do it. When you create something that others love, either because it's beautiful or because you understood their feelings before they even said anything, people are moved. They will compliment you, sometimes extravagantly. Take credit for your own good work - creative work is still real work and the longer you trained for it, the more skill you have, the more often they will. If you reject other people's compliments, it's cruel to them. Their feelings are honest and their enjoyment in your works is diminished if you tell them it's nothing or that it's not as good as they thin.